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Calendar

School of Engineering

Graduate Programs

Calendar 2002-2003
Classes are offered Monday through Friday evenings and Saturday to accommodate those in the program employed

full time. Refer to schedules distributed each semester for possible changes.

Fall Semester 2002

September 4 Fall classes begin

October 12 Degree cards due for January graduation

November 27 - December 1 Thanksgiving recess — no classes

December 20 Christmas recess

Spring Semester 2003

January 13 Spring classes begin

January 20 Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day — no classes

February 1 Degree cards due for May graduation

March 10-14 Spring recess — no classes

April 18-20 Easter recess

May 18 53rd Commencement



A Message from the Dean

A Message from the Dean
The graduate programs in the School of Engineering, Man-

agement of Technology (MOT), and Software Engineering

(SE) are driven by the needs of the School's constituencies,

the students and their employers who establish multifaceted

requirements for current knowledge and skills at the work-

place. Hence, the programs are inherently dynamic and

responsive to industry and business. Their capacity to change,

and so remain current, originates with the faculty in the

School of Engineering who are leading-edge professionals

in their areas of expertise and in instruction. It is also

prompted by the administration team which is entrepreneur-

ial in delivering graduate education, and in maintaining close

contacts and open lines of communication with the industry

and business sector, the main beneficiary of the School's

graduates.

Fairfield University, located in Fairfield County, is in the midst of a high-density concentration of

hardware and software industries and businesses, with as many as 50 of the Fortune 500

companies within fifty miles of the campus. This milieu provides opportunities for studies of real-

world problems in courses and in the final Professional Project, a graduation requirement of the

graduate programs, and for advancement and employment of our graduates.

Furthermore, the degree to which pre-established learning goals are achieved by our students is

measured through the Assessment and Continuous Quality Improvement (ACQI) process that is

in effect in the School of Engineering, a three-year cycle of assessment of outcomes and quality

management. ACQI embodies the philosophical and operational principles that are the foundation

of engineering education, graduate and undergraduate, at Fairfield University. This paradigm

makes it possible for the School to continue satisfying students' expectations from graduate

education.

The program in Management of Technology (MOT) is offered in conjunction with the MBA program

in the AACSB-accredited Dolan School of Business. Seven of the twenty-seven offerings in the

MOT curriculum derive from the MBA program. As one can see by perusing the following pages

in this catalog, the hallmark of the curricula of both graduate programs, MOT and SE, is currency

and relevancy, and they offer many opportunities to our students to pursue their special interests.

I would like to extend a warm welcome to all who choose to enter the exciting adventure of graduate

education in the School of Engineering of Fairfield University.

%
iiu/'cMAlxL_^-—

Evangelos Hadjimichael, Ph.D.

Dean, School of Engineering



The University

The University

Fairfield University, founded in 1942, became the 26th

institution of higher learning operated by the Jesuit order

in the United States — the inheritor of a tradition of

learning and scholarship that dates back to 1540, when
St. Ignatius Loyola founded the Society of Jesus on the

principle of active service in the world.

Many Jesuits chose education as their field of service. A
basic Jesuit principle, the striving for excellence, led

them to create schools that have become renowned for

their academic quality. Over the centuries, a Jesuit

education has come to mean a high standard of aca-

demic and intellectual discipline within Judeo-Christian

values.

The majority of Fairfield's faculty are lay people who
represent many faiths and many creeds, and students

are selected without regard to sex, race, color, marital

status, religion, age, national origin or ancestry, disability

or handicap. There is one common tie — a commitment

to moral and spiritual values. This is the cornerstone of

Fairfield's academic philosophy — the search for truth

through learning.

Fairfield University includes the College of Arts and

Sciences, the Charles F. Dolan School of Business, the

School of Nursing, the Graduate School of Education

and Allied Professions, the School of Continuing Educa-

tion and the School of Engineering.

Located in America's "academic corridor," — that

short expanse from New York City to Boston that con-

tains the world's largest concentration of colleges and

universities— Fairfield provides access to many cultural,

recreational, social and intellectual programs. In addition

to its proximity to New York City and all the recreational

possibilities available there, the immediate area offers

many fine local theaters and cinemas, restaurants, bo-

tanical and zoological gardens, and many excellent

beaches and boating facilities.

Fairfield's 200-acre campus is among the most beau-

tiful in the country. Created from two large private es-

tates, it retains a gracious, tranquil atmosphere. There

are many wooded areas, lawns, gardens and pleasant

walks, and, from several vantage points, a broad view of

the blue waters of Long Island Sound.

Because the University is relatively young, all of its

buildings are modern and well suited to the needs of its

students. Some of the outstanding buildings are the

Rudolph F. Bannow Science Center; Canisius Hall; the

DiMenna-Nyselius Library; Donnarumma Hall; the Tho-

mas J. Walsh Athletic Center; the Leslie Q. Quick, Jr.

Recreation Complex; the Regina A. Quick Center for the

Arts, with a 750-seat theatre, a smaller experimental

theatre, and art gallery: the PepsiCo Theatre, with a 75-

seat studio theatre; the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius

Loyola; the John A. Barone Campus Center; and the

Charles F. Dolan School of Business.



The Mission

The Mission of

Fairfield University

Fairfield University, founded by the Society of Jesus, is a

coeducational institution of higher learning whose pri-

mary objectives are to develop the creative intellectual

potential of its students and to foster in them ethical and

religious values and a sense of social responsibility.

Jesuit education, which began in 1547, is committed

today to the service of faith, of which the promotion of

justice is an absolute requirement.

Fairfield is Catholic in both tradition and spirit. It cel-

ebrates the God-given dignity of every human person. As

a Catholic university it welcomes those of all beliefs and

traditions who share its concerns for scholarship, justice,

truth, and freedom, and it values the diversity that their

membership brings to the university community.

Fairfield educates its students through a variety of schol-

arly and professional disciplines. All of its schools share

a liberal and humanistic perspective and a commitment

to excellence. Fairfield encourages a respect for all the

disciplines - their similarities, their differences, and their

interrelationships. In particular, in its undergraduate

schools it provides all students with a broadly based

general education curriculum with a special emphasis on

the traditional humanities as a complement to the more

specialized preparation in disciplines and professions

provided by the major programs. Fairfield is also commit-

ted to the needs of society for liberally educated profes-

sionals. It meets the needs of its students to assume

positions in this society through its undergraduate and

graduate professional schools and programs.

A Fairfield education is a liberal education, characterized

by its breadth and depth. It offers opportunities for indi-

vidual and common reflection, and it provides training in

such essential human skills as analysis, synthesis, and

communication. The liberally educated person is able to

assimilate and organize facts, to evaluate knowledge, to

identify issues, to use appropriate methods of reasoning,

and to convey conclusions persuasively in written and

spoken word. Equally essential to liberal education is the

development of the aesthetic dimension of human na-

ture, the power to imagine, to intuit, to create, and to

appreciate. In its fullest sense liberal education initiates

students at a mature level into their culture, its past, its

present, and its future.

Fairfield recognizes that learning is a lifelong process

and sees the education that it provides as a foundation

upon which its students may continue to build within their

chosen areas of scholarly study or professional develop-

ment. It also seeks to foster in its students a continuing

intellectual curiosity and a desire for self-education that

will extend to the broad range of areas to which they have

been introduced in their studies.

As a community of scholars, Fairfield gladly joins in the

broader task of expanding human knowledge and deep-

ening human understanding, and to this end it encour-

ages and supports the scholarly research and artistic

production of its faculty and students.

Fairfield has a further obligation to the wider community

of which it is a part, to share with its neighbors its

resources and its special expertise for the betterment of

the community as a whole. Faculty and students are

encouraged to participate in the larger community through

service and academic activities. But most of all, Fairfield

serves the wider community by educating its students to

be socially aware and morally responsible persons.

Fairfield University values each of its students as an

individual with unique abilities and potentials, and it

respects the personal and academic freedom of all its

members. At the same time it seeks to develop a greater

sense of community within itself, a sense that all of its

members belong to and are involved in the University,

sharing common goals and a common commitment to

truth and justice, and manifesting in their lives the com-

mon concern for others which is the obligation of all

educated, mature human beings.



O Accreditation

Accreditation

Fairfield University is fully accredited by the New En-

gland Association of Schools and Colleges, which ac-

credits schools and colleges in the six New England

States. Accreditation by one of the six regional accredit-

ing associations in the United States indicates that the

school or college has been carefully evaluated and found

to meet standards agreed upon by qualified educators.

The undergraduate and graduate programs in the School

of Engineering are accredited by the Board of Higher

Education of the State of Connecticut. Furthermore, the

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering programs are

accredited by the Accreditation Board for Engineering

and Technology (ABET), the national engineering

accreditation agency.

The State of Connecticut Department of Education has

approved the programs for teacher certification at the

elementary and secondary levels and graduate pro-

grams leading to certification in specialized areas of

education in the Graduate School of Education and Allied

Professions. The Counselor Education programs have

received accreditation from the Council for Accreditation

of Counseling and Related Educational Programs

(CACREP), a specialized accrediting body recognized

by the Council on Recognition of Postsecondary Accredi-

tation (CORPA). The program in Marriage and Family

Therapy is accredited by the Commission on Accredita-

tion of Marriage and Family Therapy Education of the

American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy

(AAMFT), also recognized by CORPA.

The School of Nursing has been accredited by the

National League for Nursing and approved by the Con-

necticut Department of Higher Education and by the

Connecticut State Board of Examiners for Nursing.

The State of Connecticut Department of Higher

Education has granted full accreditation for the Master

of Business Administration and Master of Science in

Financial Management programs, and for the Master

of Science degrees in the Management of Technology

and in Software Engineering offered in the School of

Engineering.

The University holds memberships in the National Asso-

ciation of Independent Colleges and Universities. Ameri-

can Council for Higher Education, AACSB International

- The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of

Business. American Association of Colleges for Teacher

Education, American Council on Education, Association

of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, Connecticut Asso-

ciation of Colleges and Universities for Teacher Educa-

tion, Connecticut Conference of Independent Colleges.

Connecticut Council for Higher Education, National Catho-

lic Educational Association. National League for Nurs-

ing, and New England Business and Economic Associa-

tion.

Fairfield University complies with the Family Educational

Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (also known as the

Buckley Amendment) which defines the rights and pro-

tects the privacy of students with regard to their educa-

tional records.

This catalog pertains only to the graduate programs at

Fairfield University. It will be useful as a source of

continuing reference and should be saved by the stu-

dent.

The provisions of this catalog are not to be regarded as

an irrevocable contract between Fairfield University and

the student. The University reserves the right to change

any provision or any requirement at any time.



The School of Engineering

The School of

Engineering

The headquarters of the School of Engineering are

located in McAuliffe Hall, with additional instructional

facilities in the Bannow Science Center. The School has

five main computer laboratories dedicated to its instruc-

tional purposes, as well as its own network and Internet

services. In addition, several public access computer

labs are available on campus. A study lounge equipped

with computers for student use is on the second floor of

McAuliffe Hall.

Recreational facilities are available in the Leslie C. Quick

Jr. Recreation Complex (RecPlex), and cultural activities

abound in the Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts. The

Registrar's office is in Canisius Hall, and the University

bookstore and dining facilities are in the Barone Campus
Center.

Mission Statement and Goals

of the School of Engineering

Mission

In keeping with the mission of Fairfield University, the

School of Engineering is committed to preparing stu-

dents for leadership and success in their personal and

professional lives, educating the "whole" person, one

who is socially responsible and prepared to serve others.

Goals

The programs and curricula of the School of Engineering

are directed to a diverse student population. Through

innovation and the integration of disciplines in the arts

and sciences with the areas of engineering, technology

and business, the programs encourage the acquisition of

interdisciplinary knowledge, personal skills, and techni-

cal competencies necessary in our increasingly complex

and sophisticated world. Specifically, the engineering

programs have adopted four major categories of pro-

gram goals:

• knowledge in the discipline,

• skills in exercising the discipline,

• life-long learning practices,

• a sense of social responsibility.

The key to competency in the education of students in the

School is the ability to "design" solutions to complex

problems, assess the effectiveness of the design from a

variety of perspectives, including economy and reliabil-

ity, and proceed to implementation and testing.

The School of Engineering emphasizes excellence in the

classroom, in research and development, and in the

application of ideas to the world of technology and

business. It fosters currency, relevance, and excellence

in the curricula, and devotes resources to its facilities and

programs and to the professional development of faculty

and staff, in the framework of the School's purposes.

Assessment

The outcomes from the educational enterprise in the

School of Engineering are measured continuously through

the process of Assessment and Continuous Quality

Improvement (ACQI), a three-year cycle of quality man-

agement. The starting point of the cycle is the identifica-

tion of the constituencies and stakeholders of the engi-

neering programs, the determination of learning goals

compatible with the needs of those constituencies, the

crafting of curriculum content, and the development of

resources to satisfy those needs. ACQI leads to two

concrete results: (a) it assesses the degree to which

student learning goals are achieved, and (b) it identifies

opportunities for improvement of the design and imple-

mentation of programs.

Faculty

The School of Engineering maintains an appropriate

balance of faculty in each discipline within the School,

and strives to create an environment conducive to faculty

development consistent with achieving excellence in

pedagogy and professional advancement. The School

maintains a close working relation with industry in order

to better know its needs, and with practitioners of the

disciplines that it teaches, for assistance in program

development and assessment.
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Admission of students and plan of study

In carrying out its mission, the School of Engineering

admits graduate students in the MSMOT and MSSE
programs who have the requisite baccalaureate degree,

3 or more years of professional experience, and knowl-

edge and skills in certain areas such as computer pro-

gramming, statistics, and financial accounting (in the

case of the MOT program). Students with gaps in those

areas are expected to complete bridge courses before

they are allowed to proceed with the graduate curricu-

lum.

Students create their plan of study early in their graduate

career, under the supervision and guidance of program

directors, so that they may meet their educational and

professional goals in a time-effective and intellectually

satisfying manner.

Graduate courses are offered in evening classes and on

weekends to serve the needs of part-time graduate

students from the regional technology and business

community, and full-time students. Class sizes are small.

1 0-25 on average, with an emphasis on close interaction

between the individual and the faculty member.

Admission, Expenses,

and Financial Aid

Admission

MS in Management of Technology (MSMOT)
Admission will be granted to applicants with an earned

BS degree in science or engineering or its equivalent, or

with extensive experience in a technology environment,

whose academic and professional records suggest the

likelihood of success in a demanding graduate program.

Furthermore, applicants should demonstrate aptitude in

the subject matter of the bridge courses required by the

MOT program, or begin their studies by registering for

one or more of these bridge courses.

MS in Software Engineering (MSSE)
Admission will be granted to applicants with an earned

Bachelor's degree and a minimum of three years expe-

rience as a professional software developer or program-

mer whose academic and professional records suggest

the likelihood of success in a demanding graduate pro-

gram. Potential students with an undergraduate degree

in an area other than software engineering, computer

science or its equivalent might be required to take addi-

tional courses in order to develop the required back-

ground for the program.

Certificate Programs in Software Engineering

Special students interested only in a certificate of stud-

ies, or specific selected courses, may also be admitted to

the program on a non-matriculating basis. Special stu-

dents must have a minimum of three years experience as

a professional software developer or programmer as well

as an academic and professional record that suggest the

likelihood of success in demanding graduate courses.

Special Students are admitted to courses on a seating

available basis only. Matriculated students are given

preference for course offerings, especially for required

and core courses.

In all cases, admission decisions are based on information

from:

• The application form

• Official transcripts from all previously attended

colleges or universities

• Two letters of recommendation

Also.

Students born after 1/1/57 must have proof of

immunization against measles and rubella. The

University Health Center will administer the vaccines

for a $15 fee.
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Academic Advising

and Curriculum Planning

Upon admission, each student will be assigned an aca-

demic advisor for the purpose of assisting the student to

develop an academic program. In the course of the first

year of study, and following consultations, the student is

required to file a Plan of Study with the program director.

Program changes can be made with the advisor's knowl-

edge and consent. The Plan of Study and revisions will

be kept in the director's office.

Transfer Credits

In the course of planning a student's curriculum, credit

transfer will be determined and the graduation require-

ments will be clearly identified. Students with advanced

degrees or other credits earned, beyond a BS degree

from another accredited institution, may apply for trans-

fer credit. Official transcripts must accompany requests

for transfer credit. A minimum grade of B is required to

earn transfer credit. The maximum number of transfer

credits will not exceed the equivalent of two courses.

Transfer credits will be considered only for courses that

are equivalent to courses within the program. A copy of

the course syllabus will also be required when transcript

and catalog information is insufficient to determine the

sufficiency of the course match to the program.

Academic Standards

A student whose overall GPA falls below 3.00 is placed

on probation for the following semester. If the overall

GPA remains below 3.00 at the end of that semester, the

student will be dropped from the program, unless the

program director and the dean intervene. A failing grade

in a course results in dropping the student from the

program.

Graduation Requirements for MSMOT
For graduation, students are required to complete 12

courses (36 credit hours), including the six required

courses and a capstone course. In addition, each student

must select an area of concentration from three possible

areas of study: (a) Management of Design and Manufac-

turing, (b) Strategic Management of Resources, and (c)

Management with Information Technology. Three core

courses from within the selected area must then be

taken, followed by one elective course from the offerings

listed.

Tuition and Fees

The schedule of tuition and fees are as follows:

Application for matriculation

(not refundable) $55

Registration per semester $25

Management of Technology

Tuition per credit hour $510

Software Engineering

Tuition per credit hour $390

Change of course $10

Promissory note fee $25

Commencement fee

(required of all degree recipients) $100

Transcript $4

Returned check fee $30

The trustees of the University reserve the right to change

tuition rates and the fee schedule and to make additional

changes whenever they believe it necessary.

Full payment of tuition and fees and authorization for

billing a company must accompany registration. Pay-

ments may be made in the form of cash (in person only),

check, money order, MasterCard, VISA, or American

Express. All checks are payable to Fairfield University.

No degree will be conferred and no transcripts will be

issued for any student until all financial obligations to the

University have been met.

The University offers several deferred payment options.

Deferred Payment: During the fall and spring semes-

ters, students deemed eligible may defer payment on

tuition as follows:

For students taking less than six credits - at the time of

registration the student pays one-half of the total tuition

due plus all fees and signs a promissory note for the

remaining tuition balance. The promissory note payment

due date varies according to each semester.

For students taking six credits or more - at the time of

registration, the student pays one-fourth of the total

tuition due plus all fees and signs a promissory note to

pay the remaining balance in three consecutive monthly

installments. The promissory note payment due dates

vary according to the semester.

Failure to honor these terms will prevent future deferred

payments and affect future registrations.

Graduation Requirements for MSSE

For graduation, students complete 1 2 courses (36 credit

hours), including the six required courses. In addition,

four courses must be selected from the elective offerings,

as well as a 6-credit Capstone project.
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Reimbursement by Employer: Many corporations pay

their employees' tuition. Students should check with their

employers.

If they are eligible for company reimbursement, students

must submit, at in-person registration, a letter on com-

pany letterhead stating approval of the course registra-

tion and the terms of payment. The terms of this letter,

upon approval of the Bursar, will be accepted as a reason

for deferring that portion of tuition covered by the reim-

bursement. Even if covered by reimbursement, all fees

(registration, processing, lab or material) are payable at

the time of registration. Students will be required to sign

a promissory note, which requires a $25.00 processing

fee. This note states that an outstanding balance must be

paid in full prior to registration for future semesters. A
guarantee that payment will be made must be secured at

the time of registration by either a MasterCard, VISA, or

American Express credit card. If the company offers less

than 100% reimbursement unconditionally, the student

must pay the difference at the time of registration and

sign a promissory note for the balance. Letters can only

be accepted on a per semester basis. Failure to pay

before the next registration period will prevent future

deferred payments and affect future registrations.

Refund of Tuition

All requests for tuition refunds must be submitted to the

Dean's office immediately after the withdrawal from class.

(Fees are not refundable.) The request must be in writing

and all refunds will be made based on the date notice is

received or, if mailed, on the postmarked date according

to the following schedule. Refunds of tuition charged on

a MasterCard, VISA, or American Express will be applied

as a credit to your charge card account.

Amount Refundable

Before first scheduled class 100%
Before second scheduled class 90%
Before third scheduled class 80%
Before fourth scheduled class 60%
Before fifth scheduled class 40%
Before sixth scheduled class 20%
After sixth scheduled class

Refund takes 4-6 weeks to process.

NOTE: If federal or state financial aid is utilized, the refund

amount may be less than the above percentages.

Financial Aid
The Financial Aid office offers a variety of loan options to

graduate students. Listed below are three such loans.

Please contact the office for additional information and

applications for other programs..

Federal Stafford Loans

Under this program, graduate students may apply for up

to $18,500 per academic year, depending on their edu-

cational costs. Students demonstrating need (based on

federal guidelines) may receive up to S8.500 of their

annual Stafford Loan on a subsidized basis. Any amount
of the first $8,500 for which the student has not demon-
strated need (as well as the remaining $10,000 should

they borrow the maximum loan), would be borrowed on

an unsubsidized basis

When a loan is subsidized, the federal government pays

the interest for the borrowers as long as they remain

enrolled on at least a half-time basis, and for a six-month

grace period following graduation or withdrawal. When a

loan is unsubsidized, the student is responsible for the

interest and may pay the interest on a monthly basis or

opt to have the interest capitalized and added to the

principal.

How to Apply

Students must complete the Free Application for Federal

Student Aid (FAFSA), and submit it to the federal aid

processing center. The Title IV Code for Fairfield Univer-

sity is 001385

Students applying for financial aid at Fairfield University

for the first time, must request a Financial Aid Transcript

from the financial aid offices at all colleges previously

attended, regardless of whether aid was received while

in attendance.

Students must obtain a Federal Stafford Loan application

from the lender of their choice. Students who have

borrowed previously should borrow from their pnor lender.

First time borrowers may request an application from the

Office of Financial Aid. The completed application must

be returned to the Office of Financial Aid for processing.

Approved loans will be disbursed in two installments and

checks will be forwarded directly to the University's

Office of the Bursar. The lender will deduct up to 4% from

the disbursements for origination and insurance fees.

The Office of the Bursar will invite students in to endorse

checks once they are received. Receipt of financial aid

requires full matriculation in a degree program.
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Family Education Loan Program (FELP) C^i if|pr|f SprVlfP<s
Loans to assist graduate and professional students pay

the cost of attending the University. Repayment begins

30 to 60 days after the loan is disbursed at a fixed rate of

7.5%. Interest-only payments are required while the

student is in school. Loans are available from $2,000 to

$20,000 per academic year.

To apply, contact the Connecticut Higher Education

Supplemental Loan Authority at 1-888-547-8233.

Tax Deductions

Treasury regulation (1.162.5) permits an income tax

deduction for educational expenses (registration fees

and cost of travel, meals and lodging) undertaken to: (1

)

maintain or improve skills required in one's employment

or other trade or business, or (2) meet express require-

ments of an employer or a law imposed as a condition to

retention of employment job status or rate of compensa-

tion.

Veterans

Veterans may apply educational benefits to degree stud-

ies pursued at Fairfield University. Veterans should sub-

mit their file numbers at the time of registration. The
University Registrar's office will complete and submit the

certification form.

Graduate students are invited to participate in the non-

academic facets of campus life. Many of the University's

student services are available to students in the graduate

schools on a fee-for-service basis.

DiMenna-Nyselius Library

The DiMenna-Nyselius Library completed a $17 million

expansion and renovation project in the fall 2001. In

addition to providing space for expanded access to infor-

mation resources, this state of the art facility provides a

variety of study spaces including team rooms, study pods,

research tables, individual carrels, leisure seating, a 90-

seat auditorium and a 24-hour cafe. An extensive fiber

optic network combined with the latest in network technol-

ogy provides over 600 data connections to the campus
network at speeds of 100Mpbs.

The DiMenna-Nyselius Library contains an extensive and

carefully selected collection of print and electronic re-

sources which include over 310,000 bound volumes,

more than 1,800 journals and newspapers, over 10,000

audiovisual items, and the equivalent of 95,000 volumes

in microform. A particular strength is the selective, but

wide-ranging and current, reference collection. The stacks

are open to all students, with study space at tables and

individual carrels for over 900 students.

The library also has an automated information & inventory

system, an online catalog that provides author, title,

subject, and keyword access to all its books, journals and

audiovisual materials. The library provides online access

to more than 40 subscription databases including many
with full text materials. These Internet resources may be

accessed from either on or off campus. The library also

has a CD-ROM local area network that provides access to

several additional databases. Library reserve materials

are available in print and electronically via the ERes
system.

Other computing resources include two open computer

labs providing access to Microsoft Office 2000 and the

Internet on both iMacs and Intel-based personal comput-

ers. One lab has 30 seats; the other has 32 and can be

accessed 24 hours a day. Both have spacious desktops

located in custom-designed workstations. Workstations

for the physically disabled are available throughout the

building. Additionally, there is a 30-seat computer-based

training room reserved for library instruction.

The library contains group study rooms, photocopiers,

readers and reader-printers for microforms, and audiovi-

sual hardware and software. The Campus TV network

can be viewed on sets in video viewing carrels located in

the Media Department. To borrow library materials, stu-

dents must present a university ID card at the Circulation

Desk. During the academic year, the library is open

Monday to Thursday, 7:45 a.m. to midnight; Friday, 7:45

- 1 0:30 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday, 1 0:30

a.m. to midnight.
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The Computer Facilities

The computer facilities at Fairfield University provide

state-of-the-art access to personal computer laborato-

ries, terminals, and the library collection, which includes

databases, bibliographies, and the on-line catalog. The
University is connected to the Internet, which provides

access to bulletin boards, e-mail, databases, and library

collections across the world. Computer access is facili-

tated by the high speed fiber optic cabling with a trans-

mission speed capability of up to 10 megabits per sec-

ond. Classrooms, faculty offices, dormitory rooms, and

administrative offices all are wired with the fiber optic

cable. Academic computing is supported by an SCT
Alpha 2100 with a VMS operating system, an AIX with a

UNIX operating system, an SCT VAX 5100 Ultrex with a

UNIX operating system, and a DEC Alpha for faculty

research. The DiMenna-Nyselius Library is supported by

an SCT DEC Alpha with a VMS operating system, and

administrative computing is supported by an IBM RISC

6000 Model 7015.

The University has several public personal computer

laboratories with a variety of hardware and software for

the UNIX, Windows and Macintosh environments. These

labs are used for classroom instruction and walk-in

service. The labs are open nearly 18 hours every day

and are staffed with lab assistants for software and

hardware consultations.

The School of Engineering has five dedicated computer

laboratories, in addition to computers integrated into all

engineering labs and a computer-equipped study area.

Furthermore, the School has its own web-integrated

network with the address ffldusoe.edu, equipped for

synchronous distance learning and asynchronous in-

struction, and providing also a web development envi-

ronment for capstone projects required by the graduate

programs.

All buildings on campus are connected to the Internet,

and network connections are available in all on-campus

residence rooms, which also include cable TV. In addi-

tion, all students have individual voicemail. The
university's fiber to desktop project won the nationally

recognized Award for Institutional Excellence in Tele-

communications 1994 from the Association of College

and University Telecommunication Administers. The
School of Business has computer capacity in all class-

rooms and three computer labs in its building.

The Computing and Networking Services at Fairfield

University is located in the Bannow Science Center.

Office hours are from 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m. during the

school year. CNS makes computer resources and train-

ing accessible to all students in an effort to maximize the

use of technological innovations in the learning process.

Services include lab support; technical advice on hard-

ware, software and network questions: special arrange-

ments for classroom technologies; and personal web
pages. In addition, CNS offers a variety of free computing

workshops throughout the year.

Career Planning Center

Graduate students are invited to use the services of

Fairfield University's Career Planning Center. The Ca-

reer Information Library offers both general information

on careers and specific data on the current job market.

Job listings are available, major employers recruit on

campus, and counseling services are provided. Gradu-

ate students seeking to leverage their M.B.A. or M.S.

degree to make a career transition are advised to make
an appointment with the Director of Career Planning one

year before expecting to graduate. The Career Planning

Center is located in Dolan Hall and can be contacted at

(203) 254-4000, ext. 4081

.

Campus Ministry

The Campus Ministry Team is composed of three Jesuit

priests and two laywomen. The members of the ministry

team provide counseling and spiritual direction, foster

prayer life, coordinate interfaith and ecumenical religious

events, conduct liturgies and retreats, and encourage

student-led ministries and participation in community

service and international mission opportunities. The min-

isters are available at any time for students' needs and

can be reached at the Pedro Arrupe, S.J. Campus
Ministry Center.

Housing

University residence hall facilities on campus are re-

served for undergraduate and full-time graduate stu-

dents. Off-campus housing for graduate students can be

arranged on an individual basis through the coordinator

of off-campus housing.

The Barone Campus Center

The Barone Campus Center, which has undergone ma-

jor additions and renovations, is the social focal point for

all sectors of the University community. The Campus
Center is open 24 hours from Sunday to Thursday, and

7 a.m. to midnight on Fridays and Saturdays. Included in

the Campus Center are: the bookstore (open Monday to

Friday, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday. 1 1 a.m.

to 4 p.m., and open for extended hours for the first two

weeks of each semester; call 254-4262). snack bar

(open Monday to Friday. 8 a.m. to midnight, and Satur-

day and Sunday. 11 a.m. to midnight), game room,

mailroom (open Monday to Friday. 8:30 a.m. to 3:55

p.m.), ride boards and weekly activity bulletin. For more

information, call the Barone Campus Center Information

Desk from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at (203) 254-4222. or if on

campus, ext. 4222.
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Leslie C. Quick Jr. Recreation Complex

The Quick Recreation Complex (RecPlex) is a multi-pur-

pose facility with a 25-meter swimming pool; a fieldhouse

unit that can be used interchangeably for volleyball, tennis,

and basketball; enclosed courts for racquetball; two exer-

cise rooms; a multi-purpose room that can be used for

modern dance, slimnastics and exercising; two saunas

and a whirlpool bath; a sunbathing deck; and locker rooms.

Graduate students are eligible to join during each semes-

ter they are enrolled upon presentation of a University

identification card validated for the current semester. Mem-
bership fee information is available at the RecPlex. The

office is open from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through

Friday. For complete information, call (203) 254-4140,

during office hours.

Special Events

A continuous series of special events including exhibitions,

lectures, and dramatic and musical programs is scheduled

throughout the academic year. These events are open to

all members of the University community, and many of

them are free. For a complete calendar of events contact

the Barone Campus Center, ext. 4222, or check the

university's web site at http://www.fairfield.edu.

Security

The Security Department is responsible for the safety and

security of persons and property associated with Fairfield

University. The office is open, and security officers are on

patrol, 24 hours a day year-round. Violations of University

regulations, which require immediate attention, should be

reported to the Security Department.

The Security office is located in Room 2 on the ground floor

of Loyola Hall. To reach the department from an outside

telephone line, dial 254-4090; from an inside line, dial

extension 4090. In an emergency, dial 254-4090.

Parking

All vehicles must display a valid vehicle registration decal

and be parked properly in designated areas. For part-time

graduate and continuing education students, the registra-

tion fee is included with tuition, so no additional fee must be

paid.

To register a vehicle, bring your current University I.D. or

registration receipt and the vehicle's registration to the

Security Department in Room 2 of Loyola Hall (ground

floor). A pamphlet explaining traffic and parking regula-

tions is available there.

Note: Unauthorized vehicles parked in fire lanes, handi-

capped spaces, or service vehicle spots are subject to

fines and may be towed, at the owner's expense. Vehicles

of handicapped persons must display an official campus or

state handicapped permit.
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The Master's Programs
The essential elements of the two Master of Science

programs in the School of Engineering. Management of

Technology and Software Engineering, are described

below.

1. Master of Science in Management
of Technology (MSMOT)

Offered jointly by the School of Engineering and the

Dolan School of Business

Introduction

The Master of Science Degree program in the Manage-

ment of Technology (MSMOT) at Fairfield University is

designed to serve the needs of professional technolo-

gists and engineers, and the needs of industry and

business in Connecticut and elsewhere. The goal of the

program is to instruct and train engineers and scientists,

and those with extensive experience in a technology

environment, in the management of such functions as

technology R&D, product design and manufacturing,

management of human and physical resources, and

information and data analysis, as required by modern

technology-dependent enterprises.

The program is intended for experienced technologists

who aspire to favorably position their companies in fast-

paced markets, influence crucial decision-making, and

improve the likelihood of corporate success. Graduates

of the program will be able to guide their organization to

embrace technology innovation in a timely fashion. They

will focus the company's energy on translating R&D
efforts rapidly and effectively into manufacturing strate-

gies and products that will satisfy market needs.

Program Overview

The objective of the MOT program is to graduate men
and women who will be effective leaders in both small

and large companies, who are able to provide creative

guidance to the development and/or adoption and mar-

keting of technology products and services. Specifically,

the program objectives are:

• To cross-train the technically proficient by adding to

their skills a deeper comprehension of business

planning and economics, and an understanding of

global markets, thus empowering them to develop

entrepreneurial skills. Graduate technologists, now
employed as managers or supervisors or with

aspirations toward such employment, and engaged in

technology planning and development, will be

immersed in an educational program that will integrate

studies in technology management with modern
management principles.

• To provide technology-dependent business and

industry enterprises in Connecticut with a manpower
resource that is skilled in the management of

technology and capable of enhancing the strength

and competitiveness of those businesses. The

outcome will serve to enrich the entrepreneurial

climate in the state.

• To enhance the skills of technologists in the

disciplines of design and manufacturing which are

crucial to effective management.
• To provide post-graduate students with knowledge

and skills in the area of information technology

necessary for the effective management of

modern enterprises.

• To provide undergraduate students in engineering

and science with the opportunity to pursue, upon

completion of their undergraduate studies, a graduate

program that would allow them additional career

paths, ultimately leading to leadership roles in the

management of technology-dependent businesses.

Students

The program is designed to accommodate students who
are fully employed and choose to complete the MOT
studies on a part-time basis, taking five to six courses per

year. It is aimed toward student groups as follows: (a)

engineers and scientists who need to acquire skills in

areas of critical thinking and decision-making so that they

may effectively guide the technology which will enhance

product quality and their employer's business opportuni-

ties: (b) manufacturing professionals who are charged

with the implementation of technology initiatives in order

to enter the 21 st century with a lead over competitors: (c)

managers of technical and business activities who are

responsible for creating strategic business plans and

overseeing their execution: (d) R&D practitioners who

require skills to recognize relevant technologies devel-
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oped outside their own business organization, and who
must judge the merits of investing in them; (e) engineers

and scientists who aspire to careers in management and

require the knowledge and astuteness to systematically

integrate technology into their company's activity; (f)

engineers and scientists who are interested in academic

careers combining science, engineering, and manage-

ment; and (g) technologists who require broad manage-

ment skills in order to provide leadership in business.

Curriculum

The curriculum for the Master's Degree program in MOT
makes available twenty-seven course offerings. Of these,

the School of Business offers six as part of the MBA
program, and the School of Engineering offers twenty-

one. The minimum requirement for the MS degree is

twelve 3-credit courses, in addition to knowledge and

skills embodied in three bridge courses, as follows:

• Eight required courses, including a sequence of two

capstone courses.

• Three core courses needed for specialization in any

one of three different tracks, i.e., Management of

Design and Manufacturing, Management of

Resources, and Management with Information

Technology.

• A minimum of one elective chosen from all of the

available offerings. Finally, entering students are

required to have adequate background in three

areas, i.e., probability and statistics, computer

programming using at least one high-level language,

and financial accounting, or else must take

undergraduate bridge courses in these areas.

The full schedule of course offerings follows. Required

courses are marked by (R). All the course offerings are

designed to provide students with the skills and knowl-

edge necessary to fulfill the program objectives as dis-

cussed earlier in this overview.

The MSMOT Courses
(R) = Required courses

General Knowledge
BU 403 Global Legal, Social and Ethical Environment

of Business (R)

GK 415 Information Systems (R)

GK 420 Technology Management (R)

Economics and Business

AC 401 Managerial Accounting (R)

OR
AC 402

MK401
QA400

Financial Statement Analysis (R)

Marketing Management
Managerial and Mathematical Economics

R&D Management and Planning

MG 508 Strategic Management of Technology

and Innovation (R)

OR
Strategic Management with

Information Technology

Leadership in Technical Enterprises (R)

Management Process Simulation

Management of Design and Manufacturing

DM 410 Creative Design and Development

of Technology

Design for Economy and Reliability

Quality Principles in Design and

Manufacturing

Design for Automation

Management Process Simulation

Project Management

Management of Resources
MG 503 Human Resources Management
MR 420 Supply Chain Management
MR 430 Human Factors Engineering

RD 450 Planning, Research and Development

Management of Information Technology
IM 400 Database Concepts

IM 420 Visual Programming

IM 430 Network & Operating System Concepts

IM 440 Capacity Planning and

Performance Modeling

Software Engineering Practices

Capstone Courses
CP 551 CAP I Project Definition and Planning

CP 552 CAP II Project Execution and Results

RD430

RD460
RD470

DM420
DM440

DM400
DM450
DM460

IM 410
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2. Software Engineering

Introduction

A Masters' program (MSSE) and certificate programs are

offered in this area. The MSSE program is intended to

serve the needs of programmers, software engineers,

and other information technology professionals who have

a minimum of 3 years of software experience. For those

students who do not have this level of experience or who
have other skill deficiencies, a number of bridge courses

are also offered.

The certificate programs are for software professionals

who need to upgrade their skills in selected areas.

Enrollment is as a special student, but the courses in the

three certificate programs, Client/Server Certificate and

the Advanced Distributed Systems Certificate, and the

Network Technology Certificate, are part of the regular

course offerings of the Masters program.

2. 1 Master of Science Program in

Software Engineering

Program Overview

The objective of an engineering education program is to

impart technical, mathematical, and engineering knowl-

edge that can be applied to the development of products

that are useful to society. The MSSE Program is a

continuation of a long-term tradition - since 1924 - of

educating engineering professionals to meet the needs

of local industry. Offering a program that emphasizes

software as the product to be built recognizes the trans-

formation of the local economy to embrace a focus on

knowledge industries as well as traditional manufactur-

ing.

The MSSE program emphasizes the integration of de-

sign, implementation, and software engineering skills to

meet the challenges of developing software systems.

The Software Design part of the curriculum provides a

structured approach to software development that in-

cludes formal work products in support of the develop-

ment life cycle, quantitative analysis of proposed de-

signs, and ergonomic evaluation of the man/machine

interface.

Implementation Technologies focuses on current and

emerging software technologies, particularly program-

ming, database, and network software that are used in a

distributed systems architecture.

Enterprise Systems focuses on knowledge of business

processes or value streams that are the objective of a

software design effort. The purpose is to impart knowl-

edge of the underlying elements of a business process as

well as special tools used to develop business pro-

cesses. The objective is to ensure that the software

engineer can be an effective participant in the design and

optimization of a process.

Network Technology focuses on the design and imple-

mentation of networks and the infrastructure needed to

support enterprise level software operations.

Software Engineering Management focuses on project

planning and control, risk identification and manage-

ment, customer/client communication and requirements

gathering, software quality control and assurance tech-

niques, measurement and metrics, people and team

skills, and managing change.

Special Design and Technical programs focus on

specific technical needs of industrial and commercial

companies in the area. Typically these courses are

designed to meet specific needs of a company.
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Components of the Curriculum

The MSSE program includes core and elective/special-

ization courses as well as a Capstone Project. All courses

are 3 credits except for the 6-credit Capstone Project.

The minimum requirement for the degree is 10 courses

and the six-credit Capstone Project.

Core courses include a combination of design, imple-

mentation, and engineering management courses. The

objective of these courses is to provide the professional

in information technology with the knowledge that per-

mits him or her to develop software systems that are

based on distributed computer architecture.

Note: Courses offered as part of the Client/Server Cer-

tificate program are identified by bold type.

Required courses are as follows:

SW 401 Software Design Methods

GK415
SW402
SW403

Information Systems
Database Concepts
Visual Basic for Programming

SW408
SW404

Java for Programmers I

Network Concepts

SW507
SW502

or

Network Operating Systems

Software Engineering Practices

DM460
SW503

Uf

Project Management
Computer Capacity Planning

SW599
Ul

Network Capacity Planning

Professional Project - Included in the required courses

is a capstone professional project, SW 550 and SW 551

.

For this project, students are typically organized into

teams, and perform a technical study or design and

implement an IT system that is based on either the

requirements of a local employer or on an area that is of

general interest. It is anticipated that the results of these

projects will provide a library of case studies, designs,

and tools that will be of general interest to IT profession-

als in the area.

Elective/specialization courses are offered to expand
the student's knowledge in a specialty area that is consis-

tent with the individual's career goals. Four courses from

this listing are to be selected to meet graduation require-

ments. These concentration courses are of four types:

Note 1 : Courses offered as part of the Advanced Distrib-

uted Certificate program are identified by bold type.

Advanced Implementation Technologies include

technically focused courses such as Advanced
Database Concepts. These courses permit the

professional to develop more in-depth knowledge

concerning a technical area that they are interested

in. Courses in this category are as follows:

SW 406 Web Development I

SW 408 Java for Programmers I

SW 505 Advanced Database Concepts

SW 506 Visual Basic for Programmers II

SW 508 Data Warehouse Systems

SW512 Web Development II

2. Enterprise Systems permit the professional to gain a

greater understanding of application areas that are

the focus of a software development effort. Basic

concepts underlying the design of a business

process and quantitative methods for evaluating a

process found in manufacturing, distribution, banking

and reinsurance are explored. Courses in this

category are as follows:

SW 583 Supply Chain Management
SW 584 Supply Chain Validation

3. Network Technology

SW 507 Network Operating Systems

SW 596 Network Routing & Switching

SW 597 LAN/WAN Engineering

SW 598 Network Security: Attacks

and Countermeasures

Note: T.he Network Technology Certificate includes the

following courses:

SW404
SW596
SW597
and

SW503
or

SW599

Network Concepts

Network Routing & Switching

LANAA/AN Engineering

Computer Capacity Planning

Network Capacity Planning

Courses SW 404, SW 596, and SW 597 enable the

student to take the Cisco certification exams.

Engineering software concerns knowledge and skills

that deal with software built for and used by engineers,

as well as embedded systems software and related

areas.

SW 409 Java for Programmers II

SW410 Seminar in Java

SW 51

1

Voice and Signal Processing

SW 513 Image Processing
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5. Software Engineering Management concerns

knowledge and skills that deal with the evaluation,

selection, and management of new information

technologies that are significant to the long-term

viability of an organization. Courses in this category

are as follows:

DM 460 Project Management
GK 420 Technology Management
RD 430 Strategic Mgmt w/lnfo Technology

RD 460 Leadership in Technical Enterprise

Elective/specialization courses offered by the

Management of Technology Program and the

Business School. Following are examples of courses

from the MOT and the MBA programs that can assist

the student's career objectives.

Design Skills:

DM 410 Creative Design & Development

of Technology

DM 440 Quality Principles in Design

& Manufacturing

MG 503 Human Resource Management
MK 401 Marketing Management
MR 430 Human Factors Engineering

Engineering Management Skills:

AC 401 Managerial Accounting

BU 403 Global Legal, Social and

Ethical Environment of Business

QA 400 Managerial & Mathematical Economics

RD 460 Leadership in Technical Enterprise

Prerequisites & Foundation Competencies

The MSSE degree requires students to have sufficient

knowledge and/or experience in data structures,

applications programming, systems analysis and design,

and statistics. This is assessed for each applicant during

the admissions process. Knowledge and experience can

be supplemented by courses in these areas that are

offered in the undergraduate Software Engineering

program. The following courses are available to make up

skill deficiencies:

programming experience:

Introduction to Programming

Computer Programming I

Computer Programming II

Data Structures

Probability and Statistics

Software Design I

Software Design II

Introduction to Visual Programming

Applications in Software Development I

Database Management Systems

Probability and Statistics

With prior programming experience but no experience in

a PC programming environment:

SW 220 Applications in Software Development I

With prior programming experience but no experience

with databases:

SW 355 Database Management Systems

Needed to correct specific skill deficiencies:

MA 217 Probability and Statistics

With no prior

CS 111

CS 131

CS 132

CS 232

MA 217

SW201
SW202
SW211
SW220
SW355
MA 217



Course Descriptions

Master of Science in

Management of Technology

(MSMOT)
Course number, title, and a narrative description for the

courses in the tour components of the MOT program are

given below. Capital letters (B) or (E), following the name
of the course, indicate that the course is given by the

School of Business or the School of Engineering, respec-

tively.

Course Descriptions

1.2 Economics and Business
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AC 401 Managerial Accounting (B)

An examination of accounting concepts required for manage-

ment decision making, including cost flows, product costing,

forecast, and budgeting, is provided here. The course develops

the skills required by business managers in using costing

information.

AC 402 Financial Statement Analysis (B)

This course is an examination of the analysis and interpretation

of financial statements, their use internally for planning and

control purposes, and externally by creditors and regulatory

agencies. Financial statements are reviewed to determine

measures of liquidity, solvency, capital structure, return on

investments and operating performance.

1.0 REQUIRED COURSES

Four principal areas of study are addressed in the required

course curriculum. These are: (1) General Knowledge,

(2) Economics and Business, (3) R & D Management and

Planning, and (4) Progress Evaluation. The course

descriptions are as follows:

1.1 General Knowledge

BU 403 Global Legal, Social and Ethical

Environment of Business (B)

This course examines the responsibilities as expressed in law,

of business organizations and their personnel, for the effects

the goods and services they provide have on the public health

and welfare. The course includes an introduction to the legal

system in terms of various social, ethical, and political norms,

and common law. In addition, issues of regulatory controls in

such areas as consumer protection, fair trade and employment,

work place safety, and environmental effects are discussed.

Issues of particular importance to management of technology

are also included, e.g., patent law and the protection of intellec-

tual property.

GK415 Information Systems (E)

This course provides the prospective manager of technology

with insight into the capabilities of modern software and com-

puting systems so that the ability to discriminate between

effective and ineffective applications of software and network

systems is acquired. These considerations are essential in the

management of business that is dependent upon efficient data

and information processing. The course covers inputs, outputs,

storage (electrical and optical), transmission media and pro-

cessing of information, and networking.

GK 420 Technology Management: Concepts,

Principles, and Issues (E)

This course introduces the student to the general subject of

Technology Management, provides an overall perspective of

the program, and examines the challenges facing organizations

when they embark on change and innovation. The focus will be

on key areas of technology management such as on policy and
organization, technical management, business and financial

management, process management, information technology

and marketing and services.

1.3 R&D Management and Planning

MG 508 Strategic Management of Technology

and Innovation (B)

This course examines the microeconomics theory of organiza-

tions. Topics covered include competitive analysis in various

market structures, technology development, new product de-

velopment, dealing with uncertainty and risk, technology trans-

fer, technology management and selected topics relevant to the

economic value of the firm.

RD 430 Strategic Management with Information

Technology (E)

This course examines the major trends in information technol-

ogy and their impact on organizational structures and business

strategies of a company. Specific technologies discussed are

the Internet, electronic commerce, enterprise systems, and the

convergence of telecommunications media. Opportunities and

risks associated with implementing the new technologies, adopt-

ing new ways of doing business, and revising organizational

structures to optimize the use of new technology are discussed.

Specific examples of new business models that have been

enabled by the new technologies are also discussed.

RD 460 Leadership in Technical Enterprise (E)

This course introduces participants to major leadership theories

and explores the issues and challenges associated with the

leadership of technical organizations. The course integrates

readings, experiential exercises, and contemporary leadership

research theory. Participants investigate factors that influence

effective organizational leadership, as well as methods of

enhancing their own leadership development. The course pre-

pares executives, supervisors and managers to master the

increasingly complex interpersonal, social, political, and ethical

dynamics required for leading modern organizations.
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1.4 Progress Evaluation

SW 551 Capstone I - Project Definition and

Planning (E)

In this, the first semester of the Capstone course, project groups

are formed; technical approaches to problem solutions are

conceived and detailed plans and schedule for the project

activities are developed. The planning process is executed

through use of appropriate professional software, such as

Microsoft Project, for which refresher lectures are presented

early in the semester. The students in each team are expected

to produce a detailed project plan defining the work to be done

(i.e.. task descriptions), the task/subtask organizational struc-

ture, task responsibility assignments (i.e., who does what), the

schedule for task execution (using PERT and Gantt charts as

managing tools), areas of risk, and risk abatement concepts.

and an assessment of the value of the work to be performed, in

terms of the objectives and their usefulness.

SW 552 Capstone II - Project Execution and

Results (E)

The second semester of the Capstone course concerns imple-

mentation of the project plan developed in the prior semester.

This typically may include fabrication of hardware, development

of software, supporting analytical work, detailed design, experi-

mental studies, system integration, and validation testing. The

end product of this activity is proof of meeting project objectives

in data and functional demonstrations. The work is to be

presented in a final report that will be submitted for grading by

each project team. Each team is also responsible for providing

a formal presentation to the faculty, mentors, and interested

personnel from associated industry.

2.0 CONCENTRATIONS
AND CORE COURSES

Upon completion of six of the seven required courses (all

such courses except the Capstone), each student will

have selected an Area of Concentration. There are three

areas from which to choose: ( 1 ) Management of Informa-

tion Technology. (2) Management of Design and Manu-

facturing, and (3) Strategic Management of Resources.

Upon making this choice, the student must then take

three core courses, selected from those identified within

each concentration. The core courses are described in

the following:

2.1 Management with

Information Technology

IM 410 Software Engineering Practices (E)

This course focuses on the formal process for software devel-

opment and applications of engineering management concepts

to the development of software. Among topics discussed are:

concepts of business engineering, the application of concurrent

engineering techniques, and the integration of quality and

maintainability principles into the software development pro-

cess. CASE Tools are used to illustrate the design of useful

applications. Technical concepts, such as relational database

design, object design, and client/server architecture are also

discussed.

IM 430 Network Concepts (E)

Network components and network architecture are discussed.

The components that make up a network including cabling

issues, wiring hubs, file servers, bridges, routers, network

interface cards (NICS). and network software and hardware

configurations will be covered. Practical hands-on experience is

provided by configuring the protocol stacks and connecting a

PC to a network. Network architectural concepts are also

discussed. This includes the seven-layer OSI model, the foun-

dation of today's communication protocols. We relate this basic

model to popular implementations including Novell's ODI stack.

Microsoft and IBM's NDIS. and the industry standard, TCP IP

Sources of network overhead are identified, and WAN architec-

ture, with its implications for network security, and application

security, are also covered.

IM 440 Computer Capacity Planning and

Performance Modeling (E)

This course examines in detail the concept of capacity planning,

i.e.. the determination of the predicted time when system

saturation is going to occur and the most cost effective way of

delaying it as long as possible. The prediction must take into

account the evolution of the workload, due to existing and new

applications, and the desired service levels. Prediction of

system performance is important in capacity planning. Tech-

niques to predict system performance are descnbed If a satu-

ration point is predicted, one should be able to answer the

following types of questions:

• Why is saturation occurring7

• In which part of the system (CPU. disks, memory) will a job

be spending most of execution time at saturation point7

• Which are the best cost-effective alternatives for avoiding

saturation
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2.2 Management of Design

& Manufacturing

DM 410 Creative Design and Development of

Technology (E)

This course treats creative design as a natural consequence of

the application of rigorously defined quantitative design con-

straints formed from the following considerations: (1) Product

requirements as defined in precise specifications; (2) marketing

intelligence defining customer needs and preferences; (3) con-

siderations of human factors assuring a comfortable accommo-

dation of the product to the size, strength, and dexterity of users;

(4) practical design formulations achieved through the compe-

tent exercise of engineering fundamentals; (5) appropriate

considerations of a manufacturing concept concurrent with

process design formulations; (6) the use of group conceptual

activity, using appropriately experienced personnel, outside of

the design team, to provide the spark of alternative conceptions;

(7) the application of Altschuler's "TRZ" Invention Methodology;

and (8) the efforts of an experienced manager in the planning,

directing, and ultimate decision making for the design activity

These eight considerations are introduced, explored, and finally

applied in practical design exercises.

DM 420 Design for Economy and Reliability (E)

Considerations of reliability permit a product to achieve a

desired performance throughout its service life, thereby satisfy-

ing those who have purchased it. Reliability is achieved through

careful thought and design. Furthermore, economy of manufac-

ture is a natural outcome of that same careful thought and

design. This course instructs the prospective manager of tech-

nology in the considerations leading to creation of cost-effective

products of quality, and presents instruction in the following: (1

)

The Total Design method; (2) concurrent engineering and the

effective use of design reviews; (3) quality function deployment;

(4) cost structures and models; (5) materials selection and

economics; (6) robust design validation techniques and the

Taguchi method; and (7) the Fault Tree and its use as a

diagnostic aid in design validation.

DM 440 Quality Principles in Design and
Manufacturing (E)

The achievement of what has come to be called "world class

quality" requires management personnel who understand the

basic practices in engineering and manufacturing that lead to

products, which are inherently reliable and retain that reliability

through an operational life that fully satisfies the expectations of

their customers. Such robust products result from an excellence

in design and manufacturing, a level of achievement requiring

managers who perceive the necessary steps required for such

an outcome and who can effectively initiate and institute these

steps. The course provides the knowledge to accomplish these

ends and presents: 1) Insight providing a basis of judgment to

permit formation of an assessment of quality within a business

organization, i.e. an understanding of what constitutes excel-

lent (as distinguished from poor) quality developed from judg-

ments of performance acquired through the application of

economic models; 2) basic probability concepts and statistical

tools for analyzing data; 3) insight into "designing for quality;" 4)

statistical process control; 5) knowledge of test and measure-

ment processes and the formation of sampling plans; 6) war-

ranty considerations, liabilities therein, and methods of quality

assurance; and 7) understanding of the problems in addressing

the quality standards of ISO 9000 and the quality requirements

of the European Common Market.

2.3 Strategic Management of Resources

MR 420 Supply Chain Management (E)

This course instructs in the processes of managing the flow of

material and products from source to user through the use of

current day methodologies and software The total flow of

material is treated, from acquisition of raw materials to the

delivery of finished goods, including effects of related

counterflows of information that control and record material

movement. It includes activities such as: Sourcing and purchas-

ing; manufacturing, including capacity planning; technology

solutions; operations management; production scheduling (via

MRPII); inventory management and the management of indus-

trial warehousing; and the linkage of the several organizations

with customer service, sales, sales promotion, and marketing.

Learning objectives of the course are: 1) Knowledge of the

functional elements that impact the management of logistics

and the supply chain process; 2) knowledge of the information

flow and interrelations that impact the supply chain; 3) knowl-

edge of logistics management concepts, capacity planning and

scheduling; and 4) to gain management insights by reviewing

the implementation experience of companies that have used

supply chain management systems.

RD 450 Planning Research and Development (E)

The important question addressed in this course is: "How does

one quantify the wealth generating potential of a proposed new

concept, i.e., an invention that is in its early stages of develop-

ment for which there are still unknowns and uncertainties?" This

question has not yet been satisfactorily answered, thus becom-

ing a serious problem for investors and managers of R & D. The

objective of this course is to instruct in investment justification,

in general, and in the solution to this problem in particular. In this

course we first look at the mechanics and assumptions of a

commonly used approach, i.e. discounted cash flow and net

present value. The limitations of this approach in evaluating

"breakthrough innovations" are then discussed. Next, we look at

modern tools for quantitatively evaluating proposals for com-

mercialization of new product concepts with high levels of

uncertainty due to a lack of experience in manufacturing. The

concept of "option structures" to determine value creation

potential is studied. In addition, it is shown how using the option

concepts can beneficially change the way organizations ac-

quire and use technical innovation to build wealth. Finally, we
show how this option approach, couched in the language of the

engineer and the financial analyst, builds a bridge of communi-

cation between these two crucial contributors to such enter-

prise. As inferred in the foregoing, this course is particularly

important to people concerned with investment justifications

and the funding of advanced development of new products.

DM 460 Project Management (E)

This course concentrates on the general methodology of man-

aging a technology project from its conception to its completion.

Emphasis is on the functions, roles, and responsibilities of the

project manager. Students learn the principles and techniques

related to controlling resources (i.e. people, materials, equip-

ment, contractors, and cash flow). This is applied in context with

completing a technology project on time and within budget while

meeting the stated technical requirements of the project. Through

group and individual activities, including case study review and

project simulation, students learn to apply project management

tools and techniques. In this, they assume the roles of project

managers who must address typical problems that occur during

the life cycle of a project.
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3.0 ELECTIVE COURSES

Students may select two elective courses in pursuit of the

MSMOT degree. These may be taken at any time after

meeting the bridge requirements.

DM 400 Management of Design for Automation (E)

Modern manufacturing systems must have the capability to

accommodate a changing line of products by inherent flexibility

through the application of robotics and other forms of program-

mable automation, and to provide for rapid, accurate communi-

cations between the business manager, the design engineer,

the production manager, and manager of marketing. The manu-

facturing manager must work from a database that accommo-
dates configuration management, status reporting, trouble-

shooting, inventory control and cost accounting requirements.

Effective product design requires a basic understanding of the

manufacturing system to be used in production including, under

the designer's responsibility, the following: 1) Mechanical de-

sign of all material manipulators and material handling equip-

ment used in an automated manufacturing process; 2) the

design of all parts to be compatible with automation to be used

in the manufacturing process; 3) the selection of material which

is compatible with the manufacturing equipment, as well as the

needs of the product function; and 4) the requirement to achieve

the manufacturing cost targets of the business enterprise, in so

far as the design characteristics of the product can affect them.

In dealing with these issues the course presents instruction in:

1) The organization and scheduling of manufacturing pro-

cesses including all manual and automated functions for mate-

rial shaping, machining, assembly, and testing; 2) the principles

of programmable automation including robotics applications,

distributed numerical control, and the design of material han-

dling equipment; 3) the theory and application of Boothroyd's

design for assembly methodology; 4) process cost estimation

techniques; 5) methods for judging the soundness of invest-

ments in manufacturing equipment that a specific design may
require; 6) market implications and the effect of design features

on sales revenue and product market life; and 7) social impacts.

IM 400 Database Concepts & Applications (E)

The principles of database systems are discussed along with

data independence and rational data models. Data structures

are then reviewed including arrays, stacks, lists, trees, and

graphical forms. Language considerations and the architecture

of distributed database systems are discussed. Topics include

efficient data distribution, query processing and optimization,

and distributed synchronization. Back-end database proces-

sors and servers for local area networks are also discussed.

The Oracle system is used as an example in explaining the

schema objects of a typical Relational Database Management

System. Application of SQL and PL/SQL (Oracle's procedural

enhancement to conventional programming) is demonstrated

to establish connections to Oracle, and to understand and apply

the basics of database administration.

IM 420 Visual Programming (E)

This course examines the technology (Java, currently) for

implementing Internet applications. Java is a new object-ori-

ented language with integrated features to support Internet

programming and database applications. The course examines

the basic structure of the language, the difference between

applications and applets (which run within an Internet browser),

object oriented programming constructs, the abstract windowing

Toolkit (AWT), multi-threading and synchronization, network

connections, and database interfaces. The structure of the

course includes several small exercises leading to a course

project involving the construction of a complete Internet-based

client/server application. Lab included.

RD 470 Management Process Simulation (E)

This course instructs in uses of simulation as a management
tool to overcome problems in the planning and management of

new products and start-up development activities. The general

approach is to apply practical simulation techniques in address-

ing such activities to create models that permit the prediction of

outcomes and identify causes for less-than-desirable results.

The course begins with an exploration of the differences be-

tween the basic nature of new product development and on-

going product manufacturing. It then extends to the definition of

resources and establishes a general lexicon to facilitate the

expression of simulation goals and outcomes. Resource portfo-

lios are formed and then applied in a networking process to

accomplish the needed simulations. At this point, developed

simulations are tested for judging management processes and

management strategies are evaluated for their effectiveness.

MG 503 Human Resource Management (B)

This course introduces students to the issues related to human
resource management. Human resources are described in

relation to the organization in which their function is performed

General issues related to human resource management are

examined including past, present and future functions of human
resources. The relationship between the organization and the

environment is also analyzed. This analysis addresses issues

that affect the organization and its relationship with its employ-

ees, e.g., the legal environment, changes in the workforce,

changes in technology, and changes in international conditions.

MK 401 Marketing Management (B)

This course presents an examination of analytical and manage-

rial techniques as applied to the marketing functions. Emphasis

is on the development of a conceptual framework necessary to

plan, organize, direct, and control the product, promotion,

distribution, and pricing strategies of the firm. Consideration is

also given to the way marketing relates to other units within the

firm.

MR 430 Human Factors Engineering (A&S)
Human Factors Engineering is a field that attempts to accom-

modate human limitation and need with the application of

technology in design of products and the processes by which

they are manufactured. Technology, in this context, should be

broadly conceived as including virtually any aspect of today's

highly mechanized and automated environments. Thus, while

human factors specialists are often found devising methods to

facilitate the interaction desired between humans and machine

systems, such as automobiles, aircraft, machine tools, and

computers, they are equally at home participating in the design

of forms, schedules, work places, buildings, i.e.. whatever

human beings use in their workplaces. This diversity requires

integration of the many divisions of psychological science,

especially perception, motivation, learning, cognition, research,

design and analysis, etc.. as well as many aspects of other

sciences. This course has been set up to accommodate a

diverse student audience. Included in the course are the follow-

ing lecture subjects: 1) An introduction to human factors; 2)

human factors fundamentals: 3) human factors methodology; 4)

equipment and workplace design; 5) environmental design; 6)

health and safety design; 7) training systems design; 8) human

performance modeling; 9) human factors in the design and use

of computer systems; and 10) selected human factors topics
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QA 400 Managerial & Mathematical Economics (B)

This course covers the topics of equilibria and optimization of

economic systems. In it, basic mathematical techniques are

applied to business decision-making. Students should antici-

pate the use of rigorous mathematics, although no presumption

as to previous knowledge of these techniques will be made. The

material spans from micro- to macro- economics considerations

in six steps: 1) Estimation fundamental) applications of re-

gression analyses, (3) economic equilibria and optimization, (4)

microeconomic equilibrium, (5) optimization techniques, and

(6) optimization and the theory of the firm and the consumer.

4. BRIDGE COURSES

Three bridge courses represent prerequisite knowledge

for the MSMOT program, i.e.,

BR-1 An introductory course in probability

and statistics

BR-2 A course in computer programming with

a high level language and with applications

BR-3 A course in financial accounting

These bridge courses are at the undergraduate level.

To gain admittance to the MSMOT program, students

must either have evidence on the undergraduate tran-

script that they have successfully taken these three

courses, or take these courses at Fairfield University as

early in their program as possible.

Course Descriptions

Master of Science

in Software Engineering

CORE REQUIREMENT COURSES

SW 401 Software Design Methods
This course focuses on the application of engineering concepts

to software design, including the integration of quality and

maintainability concepts into the software engineering tech-

niques. The course provides an overview of several system

development methodology (SDLC) techniques with a focus on

object-oriented methods. The student is exposed to UML nota-

tion and diagramming techniques. Topics include traditional

and object-oriented development processes, project manage-

ment techniques, project estimating, architectures, data flow

diagramming and object modeling, file and database concepts

and design, object-oriented analysis, design and migration

considerations. In class exercises are used to build the student's

skill set in developing system development life cycle work

products. The course is intended for technical managers, sys-

tems designers of enterprise level client/server applications,

and programmers of commercial client/server applications.

Note: GK415 may be taken as a substitute to fulfill this core

requirement.

SW 402 Database Concepts
This course focuses on the steps required to build and maintain

the database infrastructure for client/server applications. The

course covers physical design and implementation of the data-

base, the use of the database to meet the informational needs

of a client/server system and the installation, operation and

maintenance of the RDBMS software. Specific topics include

SQL (Structured Query Language), Utilities provided by the

vendor, the use of an RDBMS, backup and recovery of data,

security and controls. Students perform a number of hands-on

exercises using an RDBMS running on Windows 2000. Microsoft

SQL Server or Oracle is used as the software vehicle for

lectures and lab exercises. The course is intended for applica-

tion programmers and database designers in a client/server

environment. Lab included.

SW 403 Visual Basic for Programmers I

Visual Programming
This course provides an introduction to visual programming

(GUI) development in a client/server environment. At the comple-

tion of this course students understand the event driven pro-

gramming model, and are able to build forms, add and manipu-

late controls, write procedures and functions, and put forms and

code together to build Windows applications. In addition, the

student learns how to access data via data bound controls.

Microsoft's Visual Basic is the application development tool

used to illustrate current techniques for developing applica-

tions. The course is intended for designers and programmers

who are developing systems in the Windows environment. Lab

included. Note: SW408 may be taken as a substitute to fulfill

this core requirement.
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SW 404 Network Concepts
This course covers network components, network architecture,

and operating systems, including cabling, wiring hubs, file

servers, bridges, routers and network interface cards (NICS).

Network software and hardware configurations are discussed.

A demonstration of network concepts such as configuring

protocol stacks and connecting a PC to a network is provided.

The seven-layer OSI-model is covered and related to the

current industry standard, TCP/IP Sources of network over-

head are identified, and WAN architecture, with its implications

for the developer and network security is introduced. The basic

operating system architecture and its integration with the net-

work are discussed. This includes the OS basic functions such

as resource management and interfaces and network related

functions such as multi-tasking, security and authorization.

This course includes the Cisco Academy Course, Part I and an

optional exam towards the CCNA (Cisco Certified Network

Administrator). Courses SW596 and SW597 can be taken to

complete the series of Cisco Academy CCNA courses). Lab

included. Note: SW507 may be taken as a substitute to fulfill

this core requirement.

SW 502 Software Engineering Practices

This course focuses on the formal process for software devel-

opment and the applications of engineering management con-

cepts to the development of software. Among topics discussed

are concepts of business process engineering, the application

of concurrent engineering techniques, and the integration of

quality and maintainability principles to the software develop-

ment process. Other engineering management techniques dis-

cussed include project planning and control, risk identification

and management, customer/client communication and require-

ments gathering, software quality assurance techniques, mea-

surement and metrics, people and team skills, and managing

change. Note: DM460 may be taken as a substitute to fulfill this

core requirement.

SW 503 Computer Capacity Planning

This course covers the establishment of quantitative techniques

for evaluating the design of information technology systems that

are based on client/server architecture. The focus is on quanti-

tative modeling techniques that permit an evaluation of network

and client/server designs. Various distributed system architec-

tures, including two and three tier client/server systems and

parallel processors, are evaluated in order to determine service

levels and response times. The impact of various transaction

rates, network configurations, and hardware configurations on

performance are evaluated. (Prerequisite: MA352 or equiva-

lent) Note: SW598 may be taken as a substitute for this core

requirement. The objective of this course is to establish quan-

titative techniques for evaluating the design of information

technology systems that are based on client/server architec-

ture. The focus is on quantitative modeling techniques that

permit an evaluation of network and client/server designs.

Various distributed system architectures, including two and

three tier client/server systems and parallel processors, are

evaluated in order to determine service levels and response

times. The impact of various transaction rates, network configu-

rations, and hardware configurations on performance are evalu-

ated.

SW 550 CAP I - Capstone Professional Project I

SW 551 CAP II - Capstone Professional Project II

This is the Capstone project for each student. Typically stu-

dents are organized into teams, and perform a technical study,

design and IT system based on either their employer s require-

ments or on an area that is of general interest, or develop a

software management or development tool. The results of these

projects provide a library of case studies, designs, and software

development tools and techniques that are of general interest to

the IT professionals in the area.

ELECTIVE/SPECIALIZATION
COURSES

1. Advance Implementation Technologies

SW 406 Web Development I

This course teaches new web developers how to create static

and dynamic hypertext markup language (HTML) pages. Stu-

dents learn basic Internet and intranet concepts. Microsoft tools

and technologies are used to create web documents, including

FrontPage Web authoring and how to manage and edit HTML
tags directly. Students create HTML documents that contain

forms, standard controls. ActiveX controls. Java applets, and

client-side script. They also learn how to use the dynamic HTML
and data binding features supported by Microsoft Internet

Explorer. Finally, students learn how to publish and test Web
pages on a Web server. Lab included. (Elective)

SW 408 Java for Programmers I

A programming course introducing the fundamentals of Java to

experienced programmers. Coverage includes the Java ele-

ments: objects, classes, variables, methods, syntax, reserved

words, data types, operators, control structures, and container

data structures. Object-onented programming is integral to the

course and is taught throughout. Accordingly, the concepts of

encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, packages, interfaces,

and inner classes are presented. The course teaches screen

design using classes and graphics from Sun's Application

Programming Interface (API). Data handling taught includes

input from the keyboard, output to the screen, input from files,

and output to files. Finally, the concept of multi-threading is

introduced in preparation for follow-on studies Lab included

Prerequisite: Significant programming experience or CS132 or

CS134) Note: This course may be substituted for SW403 in

order to meet the requirements for core courses

SW 505 Advanced Database Concepts
This course covers advanced concepts of a relational database

management system. Oracle is used in the context of the

development of mission-cntical applications to explore archi-

tecture and scalability, to learn how to manage timing and

performance issues and to use tools such as SQL and PL'SQL

(Oracle's procedural enhancement to conventional program-

ming) to build stored procedures and tnggers and to explore the

use of embedded SQL, to build connections to Oracle, and to

understand and apply the basics of database administration

and database design. The course is intended for programmers,

database designers and administrators. Lab included. (Prereq-

uisite: SW402 or permission of the instructor). Elective

Advanced Database Concepts
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SW 506 Visual Basic for Programmers II

This course presents advanced programming development

using Microsoft's Visual Basic in a client/server environment

Course topics include: component-based development using

ActiveX technologies; the use of the Win32 Application Pro-

gramming Interface (API) to access functions outside of Visual

Basic; the use of ActiveX Data Obiects (ADO) for accessing and

managing databases; the use of Structured Query Language

(SQL) to manipulate data in a database such as ACCESS® or

SQL Server®; an understanding of Microsoft's universal data

Access (UDA) strategy and the OLE DB interface; an overview

of the Component Object Model (COM) and how to incorporate

the classes of other COM-compliant applications into your own
applications. Intended for Application Programmers. Lab In-

cluded. (Prerequisite: SW403) Elective. Advanced Visual Pro-

gramming using Visual Basic

SW 508 Data Warehouse Systems
This course examines the business role, architecture, database

management structure, and use of mapping, data mining, and

query tools associated with a data warehouse. Design strate-

gies and constructions tools are explored, as well as techniques

for capacity planning and network analysis.

SW512 Web Development II

This course teaches site developers how to create enterprise-

level Web sites. Students learn how to incorporate server-side

scripting and how to use component object model (COM)
components on both the client and the server. They also learn

how to leverage databases with Web sites to produce dynamic

content and record transactions, such as those required for e-

Commerce sites. Architectural planning, performance, reliabil-

ity, security, and other e-Commerce considerations are also

discussed. At the end of the course, students are able to

describe the issues involved in creating an enterprise Web site;

create and publish a simple Web site; create interactive content

for a Web site; add server scripting to a Web page using active

server pages (ASP) and COM components; implement security

in a Web site; read and write information to an OLE DB provider

from ASP; build reusable, robust COM components with Microsoft

Visual Basic® programming that are compatible with Microsoft

Component Services; and integrate Web solutions with Microsoft

BackOffice® family services. (Prerequisites: SW406 and

SW506). Elective.

2. Enterprise Systems

SW 583 Supply Chain Management Concepts
This course discusses the process of managing the flow of

materials and products from source to user. This includes the

total flow of material from the acquisition of raw materials to

delivery of finished goods and the related counter flows of

information that control and record material movement. It also

includes activities such as sourcing and purchasing; conversion

(manufacturing), including capacity planning; technology solu-

tions; operations management; production scheduling; materi-

als planning (MRP II); distribution planning; managing industry

warehousing operations, inventory management, and inbound

and outbound transportation; and the linkage with customer

service, sales, promotions and marketing activities. Elective.

SW 584 Supply Chain Validation

This course covers the use of simulation techniques in analyz-

ing the various flows within a process chain - materials, infor-

mation and financial. Typical processes and supply chain poli-

cies for order fulfillment, inventory replenishment, production

planning and transportation, are modeled. An introduction to

simulation and principles of simulation design are included,

supplemented with simulation exercises, based on statistical

distribution characteristics. Specific application in context in-

cludes process redesign and impacts on cycle time, asset

utilization, process variability and customer service levels.

Both continuous and discrete processes are covered as well as

popular methodologies such as Six Sigma and Lean Manufac-

turing. Requirements for planning and executing a simulation

project - data requirements, sensitivity analysis, and statistical

tools are included. Lab exercises and case studies provide

practical experience, along with a project and presentation. Lab

included.

3. Network Technologies

SW 507 Network Operating Systems
This course examines the architecture, installation, administra-

tion, and operation of the major operating systems used to

support servers within a client/server environment. It concen-

trates on issues of security network options, inter-network

connections, sharing resources (files, applications, printers,

etc.), access to databases, and application servers. TCP/IP is

covered as the standard protocol for Internet access, and

discussion includes the building of application servers as part of

a 3-tier architecture. Microsoft Windows 2000 is used for class

exercises and examples. The course contains the information

necessary for students preparing for the Microsoft certified

Professional exams, network administration and Network Core

Technologies. Lab included. Note: This course may be substi-

tuted for SW404 in order to meet the requirements for core

courses.

SW 596 Network Routing & Switching
This course combines Semester 2 and Semester 3 of the

CISCO academy courses into one routing and switching class.

The course presents concepts and develops skills needed in

designing, implementing, and troubleshooting local and wide

area networks. It also provides numerous lab opportunities to

configure and troubleshoot networks with Cisco routers and

switches. Students who have completed work in SW404 (or

IM430) and who have passed the Cisco exam for Semester 1

are eligible for this class. (Prerequisite: SW404 or IM430 AND
successful completion of Cisco Semester 1 Exam). Elective.
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SW 597 LAN/WAN Engineering

This course combines semester 4 of the CISCO Academy
course and intense study of the TCP/IP protocol into one class.

It provides numerous lab opportunities to configure and trouble-

shoot networks with Cisco routers and switches. The course

presents topics on wide area networks (WAN), WAN design,

PPP (point-to-point protocol). Frame Relay, ISDN and network

troubleshooting. This course includes study material to prepare

students for the Cisco Certified Networking Associate exam. In

addition, students are able to define TCP/IP; identify the net-

work ID and host ID; explain the function of a subnet mask;

explain the difference between static and dynamic IP routing,

use the TRACERT utility to isolate route or network link prob-

lems; explain, install and configure dynamic host configuration

protocol (DHCP); explain how the HOSTS file resolves a host

name to an IP address; modify the HOSTS files so that host

names are resolved correctly; describe the structure and archi-

tecture that make up the domain name system (DNS); describe

the contents of the DMS database files; troubleshoot DMS with

NSLOOKUP; explain the purpose of simple network manage-

ment protocol (SNMP); define management information base

(MIB); install and configure SNMP Service and troubleshoot an

IP network using various utilities. (Prerequisite: SW596 AND
successful completion of Cisco Semester 2 and 3 Exams).

Elective.

SW 598 Network Capacity Planning

This course presents the concepts and basic techniques re-

quired to analyze Communications Networks Performance and

Capacity. Material is presented as real world' case studies that

are representative of the problems and situations faced in

actual network environments. This course is vendor and system

independent; the concepts, formulas and examples presented

are applicable to all networks and protocols. Subjects covered

include Performance and Capacity, Concurrency and parallel-

ism, data analysis and simulation, priority scheduling, commu-
nication networks, local area networks, bandwidth manage-
ment, traffic performance characteristics, TCP/IP quality of

service, traffic types, traffic handling by path selection and

server side delay. Pre-requisite: MA1 26 or equivalent. Elective

SW 599 Information Security Practices

and Countermeasures
This course covers current information security practices and
countermeasures put in place to safeguard against security

breaches The course will review Internet Infrastructures such

as firewalls, IDS Systems, and Honey pots. Additional areas

covered include Risk Analysis, Computer Use Policies. Physi-

cal Security. Internet/ Intranet Security. Malware. Firewall Infra-

structure and current information security issues. Prerequisite:

SW 404 or SW 507. Elective.

4. Engineering Software

SW 409 Java for Programmers II

A second Java programming course covering more advanced

Java features. Topics include: Advanced threading, nested

references, design patterns. Introspection, I/O. Persistence

and advanced API topics, such as Swing. Reflection, Graphics,

JDBC, etc., as time permits. Lab included. (Prerequisite:

SW 408 or permission of the instructor). Elective.

SW410 Seminar in Java
This course will explore new Java technologies in a structured

manner. Students will present their findings and be expected to

make substantial contributions to the set of examples available

for these new technologies. Coverage will include state-of-the-

art explorations into server-side technologies such as JDBC.
Servlets, JSP. XML. Bean's. EJBs, etc . as time permits. Stu-

dents are required to work independently, to explore new Java

technologies, and to present their results in a professional

manner. Lab included. (Prerequisite: SW 409 or permission of

the instructor). Elective.

SW511 Voice and Signal Processing

This course provides an overview of digital audio and its

applications including the current state of streaming audio on

the Internet and digital audio processing fundamentals. This

course applies transform concepts and applied multi-media

object-oriented programming. Students will apply the theories

of sampling, spectra. Fast Fourier Transform class, convolution

and frequency space processing, compression and one-dimen-

sional streaming by creating programs that read processing and

write audio streams. Students are exposed to the elements of

multi-media network delivery of data. They learn about a wide

class of FFT algorithms and elementary sound synthesis. This

course requires substantial programming effort and emphasis

is placed on good software engineering practices Lab Included.

(Prerequisite: SW409). Elective.

SW513 Image Processing

An introduction to image processing involving image algebra,

arithmetic operations. Boolean operations, matrix operations,

achromatic and colored light, selected intensities, gamma cor-

rection, chromatic color, color models, color space conversion,

and low level pattern recognition. In addition, topics in the theory

of 2-D Fast Fourier Transforms, 2D convolution and frequency

space processing, compression and 2D streaming and a wide

class of transforms are covered. This course requires substan-

tial programming effort and emphasis is placed on good soft-

ware engineering practices. Students write image processing

applications. (Prerequisite: SW 511)
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5. Courses from Dolan School

of Business and the MOT Program

Note: See Business School and MOT program for course

descriptions.

Introductory Courses
These courses are not part of the Software Engineering

Masters Program, and are used to make up skill

deficiencies.

CS 111 Introduction to Programming
This course covers the development of design, coding, debug-

ging, and documentation using structured programming for

software developments. It also covers computer problem solv-

ing heuristics, algorithm development, using top down design

and good programming style. Lab includes the use of the Visual

Basic language.

CS131 Computer Programming I

An overview of computer organization and hardware. An intro-

duction to the science and theory of object-oriented program-

ming: top-down structured program design, problem specifica-

tion and abstraction, algorithms, data structures, documenta-

tion, debugging, testing and maintenance. Programming appli-

cations in a high-level language, currently Java, including I/O,

selection, repetition, arrays, functions and procedures. Ethical

and social issues in computing are included. Emphasis is on

communication skills in documentation and design of user

interface.

CS132 Computer Programming II

A continuation of Computer Programming I. Additional topics in

the science and theory of programming: modular design, recur-

sion, program verification, robustness and portability. Program-

ming applications in a high-level language including records,

sets, files, class design, inheritance and polymorphism. Intro-

duction to data structures including stacks, linked lists,

searching and sorting. Ethical and social issues in computing.

Continued emphasis on communication skills. (Prerequisite:

CS131.)

CS 232 Data Structures

This course introduces the data structures and their algorithms

that comprise the foundation of information systems. The con-

nections between a programming approach and mathematical

theory are shown. The course focuses on practical techniques

for students to master in the area of data structure and algorithm

implementation. Topics include algorithm design, algorithm

analysis lists, trees, arrays, strings, sets, memory manage-
ment, sorting, and other pertinent topics. (Prerequisite: CS 1 1 1

)

SW 201 Software Design I

This course introduces a formal process for designing a system

to be implemented based on distributed design architecture.

Design guidelines, management techniques for project estimat-

ing, project planning and the control of a software project are

included. CASE tools and formal design methods are used in

designing software objects and a relational database for a WEB
based application. Discussions include concepts of software

design, traditional versus object oriented design techniques,

data modeling, business rule and object definition, data flow

diagramming, object diagramming and distributed systems ar-

chitecture. Basic concepts of relational design, normalization,

referential integrity, triggers and stored procedures are cov-

ered. Process design discussions cover the concepts of busi-

ness process definition, re-engineering and the integration of

quality with project management. Lab included.

SW 202 Software Design II

Continuation of Software Design I with in-depth examination

and implementation of projects.

SW 211 Introduction to Visual Programming
An in-depth treatment of visual programming development in a

client/server environment. Focus is on the event-driven pro-

gramming model, building of forms, procedural code, and the

combination of forms and codes to build custom applications. In

addition, this course accesses data via data controls, and

extending the environment using third-party tools. Microsoft

Visual Basic is used as the application development tool to

illustrate current techniques for developing applications. (Pre-

requisite: CS 111)

SW 220 Applications in Software Development I

This course provides students with experience in developing

complete applications. It emphasizes the preparation of design

specifications using graphical design methods and notation.

Design studies are undertaken using CASE (Computer Aided

Software Engineering) such as data flow diagrams to identify

major components of systems, and entity relationship diagrams

and program structure charts to reduce the conceptual design

to the level of working specifications. Final specifications are

then employed to implement the derived data model, basic

program logic, input, and query forms and reports. Microsoft

Access is used for constructing the application in the lab. Lab

included. (Prerequisite: SW211 orCS 132)

SW 355 Database Management Systems
This course covers data formats, organizations, representa-

tions and structures, design and analysis of searching, sorting

and other algorithms, data management systems, logical data

models and database usage and relational databases.

MA 217 Probability and Statistics

Probability, random variables, discrete and continuous prob-

ability distributions, estimation, hypothesis testing, linear re-

gression and correlation are covered. The objective of this

course is to establish quantitative techniques for evaluating the

design of information technology systems that are based on

client/server architecture. The focus is on quantitative modeling

techniques that permit an evaluation of network and client/

server designs. Various distributed system architectures, in-

cluding two and three tier client/server systems and parallel

processors, are evaluated in order to determine service levels

and response times. The impact of various transaction rates,

network configurations, and hardware configurations on perfor-

mance are evaluated. The SAP Reference model is used to

provide a realistic software system for use in evaluating perfor-

mance. (Prerequisite: MA 352 or equivalent)
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Educational Policies

and General
Regulations

This catalog pertains only to the graduate programs at

Fairfield University. It will be useful as a source of

continuing reference and should be saved by the stu-

dent.

The provisions of this catalog are not an irrevocable

contract between Fairfield University and the student.

The University reserves the right to change any provision

or any requirement at any time.

University Course

Numbering System

Undergraduate

01-99 Introductory courses

100-199 Intermediate courses

without prerequisites

200-299 Intermediate courses with prerequisites

300-399 Advanced courses, normally limited

to juniors and seniors and open to

graduate students with permission

Graduate
400-499

500-599

Graduate courses, open to under-

graduate students with permission

Graduate courses

Student Programs of Study

All programs of study must be planned with an advisor.

In granting approval, the advisor will consider the student's

previous academic record and whether or not the prereq-

uisites set forth for the specific program (MBA. MS or

Certificate) have been met.

Time to Complete Degree

Students are expected to complete all requirements for

the MBA and MS programs within five years, and within

three years for the Certificate Program, after beginning

their course work. Each student is expected to make
some annual progress toward the degree or certificate to

remain in good standing

A student who elects to take a leave of absence must

submit a request, in writing, to the Dean.

Grades

The work of each student is graded on the following

basis:

A Excellent

B Good
C Fair

F Failed

I Incomplete

W Withdrew without penalty

The symbol + suffixed to the grades of B and C indicates

the upper ranges covered by those grades. The symbol
- suffixed to the grades A. B and C indicates the lower

ranges covered by those grades.

A student who elects to withdraw from a course must

obtain written approval from the Dean. Refunds will not

be granted without written notice. The amount of tuition

refund will be based upon the date the notice is received.

Fees are not refundable unless a course is canceled.

Academie Average

Academic average is computed by multiplying the nu-

merical value of the final grade received in a course by

the credit value of the course. The result is the number of

quality points. The student's grade point average is

computed by dividing the number of quality points earned,

by the total number of credits completed, including failed

courses. The average is rounded to the nearest decimal

place.

Each letter grade has a numerical value as follows:

A = 4.00 (93-100)

A- = 3.67 (90-92)

B+ = 3.33 (87-89)

B = 3.00 (83-86)

B- = 2.67 (80-82)

C+ = 2.33 (77-79)

C = 2.00 (73-76)

C- = 1.67 (70-72)

D = 1.00 (60-69)

F = 0.00 (0-59)
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Academic Honesty

Fairfield University's primary purpose is the pursuit of

academic excellence. Teaching and learning must be

based on mutual trust and respect. This is possible only

in an atmosphere where discovery and communication

of knowledge are marked by scrupulous, unqualified

honesty and integrity. Such integrity is fundamental to,

and an inherent part of, a Jesuit education. Any violation

of academic integrity wounds the entire community and

undermines the trust upon which the discovery and

communication of knowledge depends.

All members of the Fairfield University community share

responsibility for establishing and maintaining appropri-

ate standards of academic honesty and integrity. As

such, faculty members have an obligation to set high

standards of honesty and integrity through personal

example and the learning communities they create. It is

further expected that students will follow these standards

and encourage others to do so.

Maintenance of Academic Standards

Students are required to maintain satisfactory academic

standards of scholastic performance.

Candidates for the master's degrees or the certificate

program must maintain a 3.00 grade point average. No
student will be graduated with a grade point average of

less than 3.00.

A student whose overall grade point average falls below

3.00 in any semester is placed on probation for the

following semester. If the overall grade point average is

again below 3.00 at the end of that semester, the student

may be dropped from the School. Any student who re-

ceives two course grades in any graduate program below

2.67 or B- will be excluded from the program. An F grade

in any course is reason to exclude the student from the

program.

Incomplete

An "I" (Incomplete) grade is issued in the rare case when

due to emergencies a student prearranges with the pro-

fessor, and with the Dean's permission, to complete some
of the course requirements after the semester ends. All

course work must be completed within 30 days from the

end of the term. Any Incomplete still outstanding after the

30-day extension will become an F and the student will be

excluded from the program.

Withdrawal

Students who wish to withdraw from a single course, all

courses, or from the School, must submit a written state-

ment of their intention to the appropriate Dean for his or

her approval. Failure to attend class or merely giving

notice to an instructor does not constitute an official

withdrawal and may result in a penalty grade(s) being

recorded for the course(s). In general, course withdrawals

are not approved after the sixth scheduled class. Excep-

tions may be approved by the Dean in extreme cases.

Transfer of Credit

Transfer of credit from another approved institution of

higher learning will be allowed if it is graduate work done

after the completion of a bachelor's program and com-

pleted prior to entering Fairfield University.

No more than six credits may be transferred, and they

must be appropriate to the student's present program. An

official transcript of the work done must be received

before a decision will be made on approving the transfer.

Graduation and Commencement

Diplomas are awarded in January, May, and August (see

calendar for application deadlines). Students who have

been awarded diplomas in the previous August and Janu-

ary, and those who have completed all degree require-

ments for May graduation, are invited to participate in the

May commencement ceremony. However, graduate stu-

dents must successfully complete all requirements for the

degree in order to participate in commencement.
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Transcripts

Graduate transcript requests should be made in writing

to the University Registrar's Office in Canisius Hall.

There is a $4 fee for each copy. Students should indicate

the program and dates that they attended. In accordance

with the general practices of colleges and universities,

official transcripts with the University Seal are sent di-

rectly by the University. Requests should be made one

week in advance of the date they are needed. Requests

are not processed during examination and registration

periods.

Academic Grievance

The purpose of procedures for review of academic griev-

ances is to protect the rights of students, faculty, and the

University by providing mechanisms for equitable prob-

lem-solving.

A "grievance" is defined as a complaint of unfair treat-

ment for which a specific remedy is sought. It excludes

circumstances which may give rise to a complaint for

which explicit redress is neither called for nor sought, or

for which other structures within the University serve as

an agency for resolution.

Academic grievances either relate to procedural appeals

or to academic competence appeals.

Procedural appeals are defined as those seeking a

remedy where no issue of the quality of the student's

work is involved. For example, a student might contend

that the professor failed to follow previously announced

mechanisms of evaluation.

Academic competence appeals are defined as those

seeking a remedy because the evaluation of the quality

of a student's work in a course is disputed.

"Remedies" would include but not be limited to awarded

grade changes, such as permission to take make-up

examinations or to repeat courses without penalty.

The procedures defined here must be initiated within a

reasonable period (usually a semester) after the event

which is the subject of the grievance.

Informal Procedure

Step one: The student attempts to resolve any academic

grievance with the faculty member, Department Chair, or

other individual or agency involved. If, following this initial

attempt at resolution, the student remains convinced that

a grievance exists, she/he advances to step two.

Step two: The student consults the Chair, or other indi-

viduals when appropriate, bringing written documenta-

tion of the process up to this point. If the student contin-

ues to assert that a grievance exists after attempted

reconciliation, she/he advances to step three.

Step three: The student presents the grievance to the

Dean of the involved school, bringing to this meeting

documentation of steps one and two. If the Dean's

attempts at mediation prove unsuccessful, the student is

informed of the right to initiate formal review procedure.

Formal Procedure

Step one: If the student still believes that the grievance

remains unresolved following these informal procedures,

she/he initiates the formal review procedure by making a

written request for a formal hearing through the Dean to

the Academic Vice President. Such a request should

define the grievance and be accompanied by documen-
tation of completion of the informal process. It should

also be accompanied by the Dean's opinion of the

grievance.

Step two: The Academic Vice President determines

whether the grievance merits further attention. If not, the

student is so informed. If so, the Academic Vice Presi-

dent determines whether it is a procedural or compe-

tence appeal. If it relates to a procedural matter, she/he

selects a Dean (other than the Dean of the involved

school) to chair a Grievance Committee.

If it relates to an academic competence matter, the

Academic Vice President requests from the Dean in-

volved the name of two outside experts to serve as a

consultant panel in determining the merit of the student's

grievance.

Step three: For procedural appeals, the Grievance Com-
mittee takes whatever steps are deemed appropriate to

render a recommendation for resolving the grievance.

The Committee adheres to due process procedures

analogous to those in the Faculty Handbook.

For competence appeals, the Academic Vice President

contacts the outside panel members and requests that

they review the case in relation to its content validity.

Step four: The recommendation from either the Griev-

ance Committee or the panel is forwarded to the Aca-

demic Vice President in written form, accompanied, if

necessary, by any supporting data that formed the basis

of the recommendation.

Step five: The Academic Vice President renders a final

and binding judgment, notifying all involved parties. If the

grievance involves a dispute over a course grade given

by a faculty member, the Academic Vice President is the

only University official empowered to change that grade,

and then only at the recommendation of the committee or

panel.
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